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Personalization of gamification is an alternative to overcome the shortcomings of the one-size-fits-all approach, but the few empirical

studies analyzing its effects do not provide conclusive results. While many user and contextual information affect gamified experiences,

prior personalized gamification research focused on a single user characteristic/dimension. Therefore, we hypothesize if a multidimen-

sional approach for personalized gamification, considering multiple (user and contextual) information, can improve user motivation

when compared to the traditional implementation of gamification. In this paper, we test that hypothesis through a mixed-methods

sequential explanatory study. First, 26 participants completed two assessments using one of the two gamification designs and self-

reported their motivations through the Situational Motivation Scale. Then, we conducted semi-structured interviews to understand

learners’ subjective experiences during these assessments. As result, the students using the personalized design were more motivated

than those using the one-size-fits-all approach regarding intrinsic motivation and identified regulation. Furthermore, we found the

personalized design featured game elements suitable to users’ preferences, being perceived as motivating and need-supporting. Thus,

informing i) practitioners on the use of a strategy for personalizing gamified educational systems that is likely to improve students’

motivations, compared to OSFA gamification, and ii) researchers on the potential of multidimensional personalization to improve

single-dimension strategies. For transparency, dataset and analysis procedures are available at https://osf.io/grzhp/.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Motivation is important for positive learning experiences and academic success, since it predicts learning gains and

enhances performance [27, 57]; while its lack is associated with lower performance and high drop-out rates [55, 78].

Moreover, students’ lack of motivation is among the major issues faced by instructors [41, 53, 68]. Gamification can aid

with that issue as it promotes game-like experiences aiming to improve users’ motivations [18, 30]. Overall, gamification

has a positive impact on psychological learning outcomes (e.g., intrinsic motivation), compared to non-gamified

interventions [62]. However, there are cases in which it is associated with the opposed: undermined intrinsic motivation

[71]. Many scholars attribute such cases to bad designs [44, 69], often arguing that providing the same game elements

to everyone (i.e., the one-size-fits-all - OSFA - approach) is unlikely to make gamification work in its full potential since

each user has different expectations, needs, and preferences [31, 49, 73]. Thus, the need for an approach to avoid the

limitations of OSFA gamification, which might harm students’ learning experiences while expecting to improve them.

Tailoring gamification might be the approach to mitigate OSFA gamification’s drawbacks. It provides different game

elements to different users/contexts through customization (i.e., users freely choose the game elements they prefer the

most) or personalization1 (i.e., the system or designer adapts the game elements according to each user/context) [72].

While there is some evidence customization improves OSFA gamification in terms of, for instance, user performance,

customization requires the users/learners to indicate their game elements preferences before using the gamified system

[42, 74]. Differently, personalization of gamification does not have such requirement because it is accomplished through

predefined rules applied by the system/designer [72]. However, despite much research on personalization of gamification

has been published, most empirical studies compare it to random or counter-tailored gamification [60]. Practitioners will

not design gamified systems based on such approaches because of the uncertain effect of the former and the probable

negative impact of the latter. Therefore, such comparisons do not provide evidence that advances our understanding of

whether personalization is beneficial in practice. In contrast, a few studies compared personalized to standard, OSFA

gamification empirically (e.g., [46, 48]), but those are unclear on whether the former improves the latter, especially in

the educational domain.

A possible reason for the inconclusive findings is that such research (e.g., [46, 48]) applied personalization strategies

that consider a single user dimension for the personalization. Whereas, a dual personalization approach resulted in

positive motivational outcomes in [67], providing a valuable contribution on the potential of considering more than

one personalization criterion. From such context, we expect multidimensional personalization2 to approximate the

positive effects of customization (e.g., [42, 66]) because users are not reduced to a single dimension; while avoiding the

burden of asking their game element preferences [2, 54]. However, the only study (to our best knowledge) applying

multidimensional personalization of gamification with users did not compare it to the OSFA approach [67]. Thus, the

need for empirical research to advance our understanding of the potential of personalized gamification in educational

contexts, compared to what is likely to be used in practice (OSFA rather than random or counter-tailored), along with the

promising of multidimensional personalization. Therefore, the goal of this paper was to understand the effect of

gamification personalized to multiple dimensions, compared to the OSFA approach, on users’ motivations

in assessment learning tasks.

To achieve that goal, we conducted a mixed-methods sequential explanatory study [15]. Software Engineering

students (N = 26) were randomly assigned into experimental (i.e., multidimensional personalized gamification) or

control (i.e., OSFA gamification) groups to complete two classroom assessments, and feedback was collected through

1Or static adaptation according to Hallifax et al. [25]
2That is, personalizing to multiple dimensions (criteria).
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standard human-computer interaction (HCI) methods: the Situational Motivation Scale (SIMS) [22] and semi-structured

interviews [6]. The findings indicate a positive effect of the multidimensional personalization of gamification on intrinsic

motivation and identified regulation compared to OSFA gamification and suggest the personalized gamification designs

featured game elements suitable to users’ preferences, a possible reason for students perceiving it as motivating and

need-supporting, and for the positive quantitative results. Therefore, contributing initial promising evidence on the

effectiveness of a personalization approach that, compared to the standard, OSFA gamification, is perceived as more

motivating by the students. Thus, our contribution informs: i) designers of educational systems on how to gamify

them towards enhancing students’ experiences, which will likely improve their learning due to its relationship with

motivation and ii) researchers of gamification with indication that multidimensional personalization can improve the

OSFA approach, expanding findings from [67] that are similar but compared to random instead of OSFA gamification,

hence suggesting previous personalization strategies did not work compared to the OSFA approach because they

considered a single personalization criterion.

2 RELATEDWORKS

This section provides background information on gamification in education, and customization and personalization of

gamification.

2.1 Gamification in Education

Education is the domain with the most gamification research [35]. Meta-analyses of gamification’s effect within the

educational domain show its effectiveness, compared to no gamification, while demonstrating that gamification might

affect different types of learning outcomes (e.g., psychological and behavioral) and that its effect depends on several

moderators [4, 62]. For instance, gamification has been used in education to improve students’ grades, satisfaction,

motivation, and lecture attendance, among other goals [33]. Accordingly, understanding how gamification works is

important to enable a proper evaluation of whether it is working as expected.

While the Theory of Gamified Learning [37] has been considered suitable to understand gamification applied to

educational scenarios [62], it does not account for psychological states, which play an essential role in gamification

[35]. Differently, the Gamification Science framework [38] does, which is built around four main constructs: predictors

(game elements); criteria (the distal outcome to be affected; e.g., students’ knowledge retention); mediators (users’

psychological states, e.g., intrinsic motivation; and behaviors, e.g., completing quizzes); and moderators (independent

factors that might increase/decrease predictors’ or mediators’ effects) [38]. Based on those, the framework suggests the

following:

• Predictors affect Psychological states;

• Psychological States affect both Behaviors and Distal Outcomes;

• Behaviors affect Distal Outcomes;

• Moderators change the effect of all previous connections.

Accordingly, regardless of the behavior/distal outcome targeted, gamification must first affect users’ psychological

state. This is aligned to claims that low performance (distal outcome) and drop-out rates (behavior) are related to

students’ lack of motivation (psychological state) [55, 78]. For instance, consider using gamification to improve class

attendance and, consequently, students’ grades. Failing to improve grades (distal) might be because gamification did not

motivate (psychological state) them to attend class (behavior) or because they felt motivated but instruction was poor.
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4 Luiz Rodrigues et al.

Importantly, not considering the psychological state could lead to a misinterpretation that gamification failed, whilst it

worked as expected and the problem was not related to it [38]. Such context shows the importance of motivation, and

other psychological states, on gamification in education research as it is on the starting point of gamification functioning

as well as among the most important factors for learning [27, 55, 57, 78]; a possible explanation for motivation being the

most studied construct in gamification research [81]. Thus, considering motivation in gamification in education studies

is pertinent because of both its value to learning and its role in preventing misinterpretations of whether it worked.

2.2 Customized Gamification

Customized gamification occurs when users are in charge of choosing the game elements the system presents [72].

Research on that approach has implemented it by allowing users to select the game elements they want from a predefined

list (also referred to as bottom-up gamification) [74] or to create their gamification (i.e., participants writing their idea of

a gamification design) [66]. Experimental studies comparing customized and OSFA gamification suggest positive effects

of customization on behavioral outcomes (e.g., number of tasks solved) [42, 74]. While customization benefits have been

discussed in terms of the freedom of choice it provides, it did not affect participants’ feelings of autonomy, enjoyment,

competence, and pressure [66]. Consequently, this raises the question of whether the performance improvements found

are related to the customized gamification design or due to the effort participants put into creating them.

Customization’s advantage likely emerges from providing individualized gamification designs. That is, all of someone’s

characteristics and preferences, as well as the context in which gamification will be used, are considered when selecting

the game elements. On the other hand, the need for selecting game elements might become a burden. The effort for a

one-time selection might be acceptable. However, discussions that gamification must be aligned to the task [25, 43, 56]

suggest that, ideally, user selection would have to be done for each task. Hence, implementing customization might end

up leading to substantial efforts from users, and designers/developers when users create their gamification.

2.3 Personalized Gamification

Personalization of gamification is when designers or the system itself chose game elements based on user information

[72]. Predominantly, studies have personalized gamification by capturing user information and using it as an input

to the gamified system, which provides a tailored design accordingly. For such approach, researchers often rely on

preference-based recommendations. For instance, [73] and [24] show insights on the most suitable game elements

depending on one’s HEXAD and BRAINHEX types (i.e. motivational profiles), personality traits, gender, and age.

Common to most recommendations is that the game elements are to be defined based on a single criterion [32], whereas

there is empirical evidence demonstrating multiple factors affect users’ preferences and, therefore, gamification success

[19, 26, 31].

Furthermore, the effectiveness of personalization recommendations, when applied with users, are unclear [60].

Research comparing personalized gamification to random, counter-tailored, or no game elements are mostly positive

(e.g., [1, 40, 67]). Similarly, some studies that compared personalized and OSFA gamification are also positive, while

they failed to properly isolate the analyzed conditions (i.e., featuring both personalized learning and gamification for

the experimental group [16, 28]). Nevertheless, most findings from comparing personalization and OSFA gamification

are inconclusive. Mora et al. compared gamification personalized to students’ HEXAD user types to the OSFA approach

in the context of undergraduate learning. Their findings suggested a positive but statistically non-significant effect

of personalization on psychological and behavioral outcomes [46]. Oliveira et al. also compared personalized and

OSFA experimentally, tailoring the game elements according to participants’ player types [48]. While findings were
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inconclusive as well, the negligible effect size suggested a null effect. In contrast, Hajarian et al. described positive (e.g.,

time-on-system and number of page views) outcomes when comparing personalized gamification to the OSFA design

[23]. Besides the different context (i.e., social networks rather than educational), their personalization strategy was

built from interaction preferences and implemented in the same system, whereas other studies [46, 48] implemented

recommendations from surveys in real systems.

From that context, it is evident that there is a lack of empirical studies comparing personalized and OSFA gamification.

Nevertheless, those studies have different characteristics that can be used as insights to improve personalization strategies.

First, they differ in context (i.e., learning activities [46, 48] and social networks [23]), which might be a reason for the

contradictory findings. Second, personalizing based on interaction instead of survey preferences might be another one

[2, 54]. Consequently, Hajarian et al. [23] personalized based on data from the same context and activity, while others

[46, 48] implemented recommendations from general preferences. Another point is that interaction data capture users’

behaviors based on several of their dimensions, if not all, similar to what customization enables. The other empirical

studies, however, personalized to a single dimension [46, 48]. Therefore, raising the question of whether personalizing

gamification to multiple dimensions of a specific context would improve gamification, contrary to approaches based on

a single dimension.

To personalize gamification to multiple dimensions, one needs recommendations that consider two or more informa-

tion simultaneously, which are scarce [32]. Oyibo and colleagues analyzed how users’ culture, age, and gender affect their

persuasiveness to social influence’s constructs (e.g., rewards and competition) in a series of studies [50ś52]. In common,

their recommendations do not consider any situational dimension. Bovermann and Bastiens suggest the most suitable

game elements considering users’ HEXAD user type and the learning activity [7]. However, their recommendations are

limited to common Moodle activities. Differently, Baldeon et al. provide recommendations to personalize gamification

based on users’ characteristics (i.e., HEXAD user type, personality traits, and learning style) and the teaching activity

(e.g., brainstorm and group discussion) [5]. Rodrigues et al. provide a recommender system that suggests game elements

based on users’ information (e.g., gender, preferred game genre and playing style, weekly playing time, and geographic

location and experience with gamification), as well as the cognitive process to be worked in the learning activity [59].

A limitation common to all of those is that neither has been applied with users to evaluate its effects compared to the

OSFA approach. Hence, there are some limited options to aid in a multidimensional personalization of gamification

considering user and contextual/situational information. Mainly, they vary in dimensionality (i.e., the number of criteria

considered) and generalization of the situational factor (i.e., whether it guides on predefined [5, 7] or any [59] task).

2.4 Summary and Hypothesis

Despite empirical evidence suggest customized gamification’s benefits, it might require unfeasible efforts from users and

designers/developers to be implemented. Differently, personalized gamification takes that burden away from users but

demand predefined strategies on how to tailor gamification to them. Despite much research on personalized gamification,

most compare it to random and/or counter-tailored approaches and few compare it to the OSFA [60]. That is problematic

because to contribute to understanding personalization’s effects we need evidence from comparing it to standard

gamification designs. However, there is inconclusive evidence on whether personalization leads to improvements

compared to the OSFA approach from the few studies available [25, 60]. Perhaps, the fact that prior research in the

educational domain [46, 48] personalized gamification to a single dimension, when comparing to the OSFA approach,

might be the reason for the inconclusive findings. In that line, gamification personalized to two dimensions resulted

in positive results when applied with learners, but compared to random, not OSFA gamification [67]. Compared to
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Table 1. Comparison between this study and main related work (either compared to OSFA gamification or applied multidimensional

personalization). For a complete comparison of empirical research on personalized gamification, see [25, 59].

Work Compared to OSFA gamification? Multidimensional personalization?

[46] Yes No
[48] Yes No
[67] No Yes
This one Yes Yes

those, our study mainly differs by evaluating the effects of gamification personalized to multiple dimensions compared

to the OSFA approach (see Table 1). Therefore, we focused on personalization aiming to achieve results similar to

those of customization while preventing the burden on users and developers/designers. In doing so, we implement the

recommendations from Rodrigues et al. [59] because it has the highest dimensionality (i.e., eight factors/criteria), the

more generic contextual factor (i.e., task’s cognitive process, which is independent of the system, e.g., Moodle, and

teaching activity, e.g., discussion), and does not require users completing long questionnaires (e.g., to assess personality

traits or learning style). Thus, testing the hypothesis that a multidimensional personalization of gamification,

considering user and contextual information, improves the one-size-fits-all approach in terms of learners’

motivations.

3 METHOD

The goal of this study was to understand the effect of gamification personalized to multiple dimensions, compared to

the OSFA approach, on users’ motivations in assessment learning tasks. Therefore, we conducted a mixed-methods

sequential explanatory study [15]. In the first phase, we compared OSFA and personalized gamification through a

2x2 mixed factorial experiment. We manipulated gamification design (between-subject) to create two versions of the

system where students would complete the assessments. Those versions featured either an OSFA or the personalized

gamification design. Participants engaged in two sessions that differed by the assessment discipline (within-subject):

Programming Techniques and Object-Oriented Analysis and Design. Thus, we were able to compare the gamification

designs based on two applications. In the second phase, we conducted semi-structured interviews to understand

participants’ motivations to use and engage with the gamified system. Figure 1 presents an overview of the study, which

was reviewed by the institution’s ethical board. It shows a flow chart demonstrating the steps followed during the

preparation and execution of the experiment, indicating the time interval in which they happened as well as descriptions

of particular aspects of those steps.

3.1 Context and Participants

Sampling was made by convenience according to the willingness of the instructor to apply gameful interventions

in their lessons. Accordingly, this study was conducted with second-period students of the undergraduate Software

Engineering course of SENAI Londrina, a small, private institution from Brazil. Despite being conducted in a natural

context (i.e., the assessment activities were part of the disciplines’ programs), participation in this experiment was

voluntary. Twenty-six out of 27 learners agreed to participate in this experiment (all men, with an average - M - of

21.92 years and a standard deviation - SD - of 3.77), a sample size similar to those seen in overall HCI studies [11] and

CHI papers [10]. Twenty-three subjects attended the Programming Techniques discipline during the first day, and 22
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1. Pre-survey

Participants'
Random 

Assignment

One-size-fits-all 
group

Personalized 
group

2. Programming
Techniques
assessment

3. Situational 
Motivation 

Scale

2. Programming
Techniques
assessment

3. Situational 
Motivation 

Scale

6. Semi-structured
Interview

6. Semi-structured
Interview

Gamification:
Points,

Badges,
Leaderboards

4. Object Oriented
Analysis and Design

assessment

5. Situational 
Motivation 

Scale

4. Object Oriented
Analysis and Design

assessment

5. Situational 
Motivation 

Scale

Gamification:
Personalized to

multiple 
characteristics

Gamification:
Points,

Badges,
Leaderboards

Gamification:
Personalized to

multiple 
characteristics

Day 1

Day 2

Up to 7 
days after 

day 2

Few weeks
before 
day 1

Information to define the 
personalized design:

  Participants' gender, education, 
experience researching 

gamification, and preferred 
game genre
 and setting

Fig. 1. Study methodological overview. The figure shows each step of the experiment, along with particular characteristics of some of

those steps as well as the time interval in which they happened.

attended the Objected-Oriented Analysis and Design discipline during the second day. Of all participants, 4 agreed to

participate in the interviews (Age - M: 23.75; SD: 4.65; all had been randomly assigned to the personalized gamification

design). The same instructor (male, 31 years old, holds an MsC. in Computer Science, 6 years of teaching experience)

taught both disciplines. All participants provided written consent through an online form since classes were held online

due to the COVID-19 pandemic.

3.2 Gamified Assessments

We worked with two classroom assessments, composed of 30 multiple-choice items each. Specifically, each assessment

can be seen as a test composed of 30 multiple-choice items. Notice that there are two forms of assessment, this
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experiment relies on assessment for learning, as opposed to assessment of learning [34]. Because students completed

the assessments towards the end of the semester and before the final exam (which is an assessment of learning), this

study’s assessments aimed to make students’ remember concepts introduced during the semester to complete its items.

Hence, as aligned with the instructor, this would help the students to recall important information about the course.

Accordingly, learners had to work on the remembering dimension of the cognitive process, according to Bloom’s

taxonomy [36], which was further used as one of the personalization criteria of the gamification designs (see Section

3.3).

To ensure the assessment was exclusively within that dimension, all items were developed by the class instructor

and one researcher, while being validated by an independent instructor. For instance, one item reads as follows: If ‘p’ is

a pointer, the ‘p’ and ‘*p’ commands access, respectively: a) a memory address and the value stored in the address; b) a

value and the memory address where the value is stored; c) a memory address and the name of the variable to which ‘p’ is

pointing; d) a value and the name of the variable that ‘p’ is pointing to. The full version of both original (i.e., Brazilian

Portuguese) and English versions of these assessments are available as supplementary material.

These assessments were implemented in the gamified system Eagle-Edu3 since our participants had experience with

it because other instructors used the system in their classes. Eagle-Edu was also suitable for this study because it allows

creating multiple-choice activities, such as the ones from the proposed assessments. Additionally, this system enables

instructors to choose which game elements (e.g., objectives, progress, storytelling, points, badges, leaderboards, and

time pressure) they want to enable or disable, assisting in creating multiple gamification designs. In practice, each

assessment translated into 10 quizzes of 3-multiple-choice items, providing rewards when the learner completed each

quiz. Table 2 describes Eagle-Edu’s implementation of the game elements used in this study according expert-validated

definitions [70]. Next, we explain the rationale for selecting game elements.

Table 2. Description of Eagle-Edu’s implementation of the game elements used in this study, along with the indication of which of

them were available in each gamification design. For further description of gamification design definitions, see Section 3.3

Game element Description OSFA P1 P2

Acknowledgment Badges for achieving predefined goals (e.g., completing a quiz with
no error).

X X

Chance Surprise item, such as virtual goods, that appears due to random-
ness and the user might collect.

X

Competition Leaderboard showing users sorted by the points they have earned;
highlights the first and last two users.

X X

Objective Skills tree demonstrating course’s topics/skills to guide users to-
wards short-term goals (i.e., completing each topic at a time)

X

Points Numerical feedback for achieving predefined goals (e.g., complet-
ing 10 quizzes).

X

Progression Progress bar indicating one’s progress within quizzes and on top-
ics/skills.

X

Time Pressure Decreasing timer showing the time left to improve in the leader-
board.

X

OSFA = One-size-fits-all condition; PN = Version N of the personalized gamification condition

3eagle-edu.com.br/
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3.3 Experimental Conditions

When designing the gamification versions (OSFA and personalized), we ensured they featured the same number of game

elements. We made this choice to increase the study’s internal validity based on discussions that the number of game

elements might affect gamification’s success [39]. In the OSFA condition, we used Points, Badges, and Leaderboards

(PBL). Although PBL have been criticized, a recent meta-analysis indicates that this combination has positive effects in

gamified educational settings [4], while being among the most used ones [21, 68, 77, 81]. Therefore, we considered it a

suitable baseline to represent an OSFA gamification approach.

For the personalized condition, we relied on recommendations for a multidimensional personalization of gam-

ification [59]. Specifically, the recommendations are given by three decision trees that receive user and contextual

information as input and output ratings for different game elements, with each tree indicating one game element.

Together, they recommend the top-three most suitable game elements to a user performing some type of learning

activity according to the highest rating of each tree. While each tree outputs an independent recommendation to form

the top-three, they all receive the same information about the user - preferred game genre (Action, Adventure, RPG,

Strategy or Other), preferred playing setting (Multiplayer or Singleplayer), weekly playing time (in hours), gender

(Female, Male, Other), educational background (High School, Technical Education, Undergraduate, MsC, Ph.D., Other),

and experience researching gamification (Yes or No) - and about the context in which the gamification will be used:

country and learning activity type (remembering, understanding, applying, analyzing, evaluating, creating).

With such information, we analyzed the trees to define the personalized gamification design for each participant of

the personalized condition. Note that some of the trees’ inputs were fixed due to the characteristics of this experiment:

the assessments exclusively focused on remembering activities and all participants were Brazilians with no experience in

researching gamification. Then, when analyzing the trees with those fixed inputs, we found that the factor affecting the

recommendations was a participant’s preferred game genre, with the other factors only impacting the recommendations

for people from other countries, with experience researching gamification or when completing other learning activity

types. Therefore, we derived a simplified personalization algorithm (Algorithm 1) from such analyses, which is shown

next and was executed to define the personalized gamification design of each participant of the personalized condition.

ALGORITHM 1: Personalization algorithm derived from [59] given that for all participants: country is Brazil;
experience researching gamification is No; and learning activity type is Remembering.

Data: preferred game genre
Result: List of game elements forming the personalized gamification design
/* Some elements might differ from the first recommendation from [59] to avoid repeated

elements and ensure there are three game elements in all gamification designs */

if preferred game genre = Action then

/* The second element would originally be Competition. It was replaced by the second

option - Chance - to comply with the need for three game elements in all conditions */

return [Competition, Chance, Time Pressure];

else

/* The third element would originally be Objective. It was replaced by the second option

- Progression - to comply with the need for three game elements in all conditions */

return [Acknowledgment, Objective, Progression];

end
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Lastly, we call attention to the following aspects. First, in cases where the same element was recommended by

different decision trees, we selected the following most suitable one to ensure all gamification designs had three different

game elements (Algorithm 1 states this situation). Second, because the decision trees have dozens of nodes and leafs,

we do not present them here due to the lack of space to present them in detail and because a partial presentation could

mislead their recommendations. Instead, we provide them as supplementary materials and refer to [59] for details.

Finally, we highlight one can see images of both system versions in the supplementary material.

3.4 Instruments

For the personalization of gamification, participants completed a pre-survey, which captured information to design the

personalized version (i.e., preferred game genre and playing setting, weekly playing time, gender, previous experience

researching gamification, education background). For the quantitative data collection, we used the SIMS [22] since

it captures participant’s motivations to engage with an activity based on four constructs (i.e., intrinsic motivation,

identified and external regulations, and amotivation) aligned to the self-determination theory [61]. Furthermore, the

SIMS has been empirically validated in the educational context and in several languages, including that of this study’s

participants [20]. For our data, reliability (i.e. consistency among items of the same construct) was good for intrinsic

motivation (0.94), identified regulation (0.82), and amotivation (0.90), but questionable for external regulation (0.51),

according to Cronbach’s alpha. Additionally, note that despite suitable, we did not use assessments’ outcomes as a

dependent variable because previous knowledge would play a major role as covariate and because we did not plan

ahead of the experiment execution to examine such variable, consequently, we did not capture any measure of previous

knowledge. For the qualitative data collection, we conducted semi-structured interviews [6], wherein the interviewer

relied on the following questions as the initial source of discussions:

(1) Could you introduce yourself and tell me a little bit about you and your hobbies?

(2) What do you think about games, either digital or analogical?

(3) Overall, what do you think about going to college?

(4) What do you think about the disciplines’ assessment activities?

(5) What did you think about the assessment activities you made last week?

(a) How would you compare those activities to other assessment activities you did before?

(6) What did you think about doing the assessment activity in a system unlike those you regularly use?

(a) How would you compare that system to others used in classes?

(b) Would you compare the experience of doing the assessment activities in that system to what other experience?

(c) After you began the activity, what were your reasons to keep doing it?

(7) What did you think about the system you made the assessment activities?

(a) Did you note elements uncommon to other systems that might be used to perform similar activities?

(b) Overall, would you compare that system to another one?

(c) What did you think about the game elements available in the system?

(d) How would you compare the experience of doing the assessment activity with and without game elements?

(e) What changes do you suggest?

Generally, the goal was to understand participants’ subjective experiences while performing the assessment activity in

terms of how the gamified system affected their motivations. We sought to elicit answers about those aspects especially

with items 6-7. However, we began the interview with items 1-5 to capture an overview of who the participants were
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and their view and overall motivations to go to college and perform assessment activities. The item’s generality (e.g.,

what do you think about) was to reduce bias, leaving for the participant the option of mentioning specific aspects (e.g., I

liked the competition) early in the interview if relevant to them. This often happened, avoiding the need to explicitly ask

subsequent questions (e.g., item 7.c). Interviews (M: 45 minutes) were all conducted by the same person (male, Ph.D.

student, 26 years old) using Google Meet. The codebook and quotes supporting the qualitative results are available in

the supplementary material. Interviews’ transcriptions are not available due to sensitive information.

3.5 Procedure

The study was conducted on consecutive days of the last week of the semester, following six steps. First, learners

completed the pre-survey a few weeks before the experiment. Second, they completed the assessment activity of

the Programming Techniques discipline during class-time4 (around one hour). Third, students completed the SIMS

right after finishing the first assessment. Fourth, on the second day of execution, participants completed the second

assessment activity (Object-Oriented Analysis and Design discipline), also lasting around one hour of class-time. Fifth,

they completed the SIMS again, right after the fourth step. The sixth step was participating in a semi-structured

interview to talk about their experiences with the gamified system during the assessment activities. Despite all learners

were invited, only four of them completed this last step.

3.6 Data Analysis

For the quantitative analysis, given the experimental design (2x2 mixed factorial) and the study goal, Mixed ANOVAs

were applied. As the first recommended step of the data analysis [79], we tested the assumption of residuals’ (normal)

distribution. Since there were violations, we analyzed our data with robust methods (i.e., 20% trimming) [11, 80]. We

conducted the robust Mixed ANOVAs and main effect analyses (effect of one independent variable) with theWRS2 R

package [45]. Additionally, we calculated effect sizes through the explanatory measure of Effect Size (ES), which is

a robust location measure that handles non-normal data as well as groups with unequal variances; values of 0.1, 0.3,

and 0.5 correspond to small, moderate, and large effects, as suggested by the package authors [45]. We executed that

process for each motivation regulation type, considering a 0.05 alpha level. As recommended [3, 79], we do not correct

p-values because each test concerns a different planned comparison (i.e., a different motivation/regulation), similar to

prior research [1, 74]. The dataset and data analysis procedure are available in the supplementary material.

The qualitative analysis aimed to understand learners’ experiences in terms of how the gamification influenced their

motivations compared to their motivations to perform traditional, non-gamified assessment activities; and, consequently,

further explain the quantitative results. Thereby, we adopted the discourse analysis analytical framework [14] to enable

the understanding of implicit and hidden meanings in participants’ answers. We performed a thematic analysis on the

semi-structured interviews’ transcriptions. Following the thematic analysis procedure [9], one author got familiarized

with the data and generated initial codes. Together with other two authors, they searched, reviewed, defined, and named

themes to produce a report. During these steps, we adopted an interpretivist semi-structured approach5 that, besides

being aligned with our data collection method (i.e., semi-structured interviews), is one of the qualitative approaches

most common in HCI research [6].

4Due to the COVID-19 pandemic, classes were online - streamed through a synchronous meeting service - despite the course was originally face-to-face.
5Interpretivist refers to assuming a subjective view of reality; semi-structured concerns the fact themes will be covered to different extents, depending on
the best line of inquiry [6].
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Table 3. Descriptive statistics about participants’ motivations overall or in either the Programming Techniques (PT) or the Object-

Oriented Analysis and Design (OOAD) disciplines. Data are shown asMean (Standard Deviation), which were collected in a seven-point

Likert scale.

Motivation/Regulation

Design N Intrinsic Identified External Amotivation

Overall One-size-fits-all 25 4.20 (1.40) 4.74 (1.23) 4.65 (1.15) 3.35 (1.65)

Overall Personalized 20 5.39 (1.46) 5.79 (1.16) 4.49 (1.26) 2.65 (1.66)
PT One-size-fits-all 12 4.48 (1.21) 5.00 (1.15) 4.56 (1.23) 3.08 (1.57)

PT Personalized 11 5.66 (1.06) 6.14 (0.68) 4.59 (1.43) 2.64 (1.48)
OOAD One-size-fits-all 13 3.94 (1.55) 4.50 (1.31) 4.73 (1.12) 3.60 (1.74)

OOAD Personalized 09 5.06 (1.86) 5.36 (1.50) 4.36 (1.08) 2.67 (1.95)

N = Number of participants/responses.
The larger values, when comparing gamification designs, are bolded.

For coding, we adopted a mixture of inductive and deductive schemes. We used inductive coding especially in

the first iterations of the analysis to understand learners’ subject experiences. Although rare in HCI research [6], we

used deductive coding in the latter steps to relate low-level codes and themes to motivation- and learning-related

theories (e.g., Self-determination Theory, SDT). Hence, the codebook was developed throughout the analysis to allow

the identification of emergent themes from interviewees’ subjective experiences. To support results’ validity, we quote

participants’ answers, whereas we rely on triangulation to support reliability because the multiple independent coders

approach is inappropriate to validate rich subjective analyses [6]. Therefore, we employ methodological and theoretical

triangulation. That is, relating qualitative to quantitative data and interpreting qualitative results in terms of multiple

theoretical lenses, respectively.

4 RESULTS

Table 3 shows descriptive statistics of the quantitative results. It demonstrates the average and standard deviation, as well

as the number of participants (N), for each motivation/regulation in each discipline and overall. Figure 2 presents further

descriptive information through boxplots, comparing conditions in both disciplines for each motivation/regulation.

Table 4 introduces the results of the statistical tests. Those reveal the main effect of design was significant for intrinsic

motivation and identified regulation but nonsignificant for external regulation and amotivation. Differently, the effect

of discipline, as well as that of its interaction with design, were nonsignificant for all motivations/regulations. We only

conducted further analyses for the significant differences, which reveal large significant effects of the design factor for

both intrinsic motivation, F(1, 21.04) = 8.491; p = 0.00829; ES = 0.64; ES 95% Confidence Interval (CI) [Lower CI; Upper

CI] = [0.22; 0.98], and identified regulation, F(1, 21.92) = 8.4093; p = 0.00833; ES = 0.62; ES 95% CI = [0.21; 0.94]. Figure 3

shows boxplots comparing both design conditions, in terms of intrinsic motivation and identified regulation, regardless

of the disciplines.

The qualitative results revealed two main themes, which concern learners’ subjective experiences with either

traditional (non-gamified) or the experiment’s assessment activities. (See Tables 5 and 6 for quotes supporting all

tags.) Concerning a common assessment activity, interviewees’ perceived them as (subthemes): pressing, unsatisfactory,

and satisfactory. Interviewees consider those activities as pressing because they might lead to bad results, one needs

to perform them to actually learn, and they require significant preparation time. Also, the interviewees showed
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Fig. 2. Boxtplots comparing participants’ motivations in both conditions (one-size-fits-all, OSFA, and personalized) for each discipline

in which the experiment was executed. Intrinsic motivation, identified regulation, external regulation, and amotivation are shown on

top-left, top-right, bottom-left, and bottom-right, respectively.

dissatisfaction because such activities are not the best evaluation method and obligatory. Differently, they felt satisfaction

in terms of improving knowledge, having the chance for self-assessment, and gaining grades.

Concerning the experiment’s assessment activities, interviewees’ perceive them as (subthemes) need-supporting,

enjoyable, and unsatisfactory at some extent, while also noting its gamification6. The need-supporting perception

comes from interviewees feeling autonomous, competent, and related. The enjoyable subtheme emerged because

the activity was something free of risk, relaxing, and novel. Also, the activity allowed self-assessment. On the other

hand, interviewees felt dissatisfaction regarding some system bugs. Furthermore, they noted the gamification, which

6We named the subtheme as personalized gamification because all interviewees were from the personalized condition.
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Table 4. Results of the robust two-way ANOVAs for different Intrinsic Motivation (IM), Identified Regulation (IR), External Regulation

(ER), and Amotivation (AM) as Dependent Variables (DV) and gamification design (one-size-fits-all or personalized) and discipline

(Programming Techniques and Object-Oriented Analysis and Design) as factors.

Factor

Design Discipline Design:Discipline

DV F(df1, df2) P-value F(df1, df2) P-value F(df1, df2) P-value

IM 5.2533(1, 11.3193) 0.0420 0.2657(1, 9.8951) 0.6175 0.0160(1, 11.3193) 0.9015
IR 6.3288(1, 9.7345) 0.0312 0.9237(1, 8.3351) 0.3635 0.0887(1, 9.7345) 0.7721
ER 0.0302(1, 11.5548) 0.8650 0.2175(1, 12.8690) 0.6487 0.5773(1, 11.5548) 0.4626
AM 1.8524(1, 12.7829) 0.1970 0.0217(1, 12.8194) 0.8852 0.2223(1, 12.7829) 0.6453

Significant p-values (< 0.05) in bold.
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Fig. 3. Boxplots’ comparing participants’ overall intrinsic motivation (left) and identified regulation (right) among experimental

conditions (i.e., one-size-fits-all, OSFA, and personalized).

they considered better than not having it and suitable to their preferences while noting some missing game elements.

Additionally, interviewees perceived the gamification as motivating because it made them want to perform well and

motivated social comparison, as well as supported basic psychological needs. Figure 4 shows the thematic map linking

themes and subthemes, with each subtheme’s tag shown within its box and different colors for distinct kinds of

experiences.

5 DISCUSSION

This section discusses our results, reasons for why they were positive, why they differ from previous research, findings’

implications, and study limitations.
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Table 5. Quotes supporting the Common assessment activity theme found in the thematic analysis of semi-structured interviews. IN

refers to Interviewee N (1-4).

Tag Subtheme Quote

Demands
significant
preparing

Pressing Because sometimes there is a test that has a lot of burden to study for

that specific subject, I1

Necessary to ac-
tually learn

Pressing I do [assessment activities] mainly because I have to learn, I4

Might lead to
bad results

Pressing So I want to do well [in the assessment] to prove that I really absorbed

that [knowledge], I3
Is not the best
method

Unsatisfactory ... sometimes it doesn’t test all of your content retention and everything,
I1

Obligatory Unsatisfactory It is an obligation. Total obligation. In the real sense of the word, is to

do it because otherwise you will not pass, I1
Improve knowl-
edge

Satisfactory But generally, when there is a test I feel good because I try to study

hard and dedicate myself to doing well in the test, and also learning

the content, I2
Self-
assessment

Satisfactory I feel good doing the activities..even because I have to do it to be graded,

but I feel good doing because I will be able to follow my evolution, I2
Gain grade Satisfactory Assessment activity when you think, you will think about the return,

right, the grade that you can take and take advantage of it, I3

Personalized Gamification:
- Suitable game elements
- Better than no gamification
- Missing game elements
- Need-supporting
- Motivating to perform well
and make social comparisons

Experiment's
assessment 

activity

Common 
assessment 

activity

Unsatisfactory:
- Not the best method
- Obligatory

Pressing:
- Demands significant
preparing
- Necessary to
actually learn
- Might lead to
bad results

Satisfactory:
- Improves knowledge
- Gives grade
- Allows self-assessment

Need-supporting:
- Autonomy
- Competence
- Relatedness

Unsatisfactory:
- Bugs

Enjoyable:
- Risk-free
- Relaxing
- Novel

Fig. 4. Thematic map from the analysis of the semi-structured interviews showing learners’ subjective experiences with assessment

activities. Ovals represent the main themes, rectangles represent the subthemes, bolded text indicates subthemes’ names, and regular

text indicates tags. Red and green indicate negative and positive experiences, respectively. Solid connections from X to Y means X

is/has Y and all of its tags; the dashed line means the connection is partial.

5.1 Overall Findings

Our quantitative findings show a large, significant difference in the perception of participants who used the personalized

gamification design, compared to reports of those who used the OSFA gamification, in terms of intrinsic motivation

and identified regulation. This significant difference supports the hypothesis that offering users a gamification design
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Table 6. Quotes supporting Experiment’s assessment activity theme found in the thematic analysis of semi-structured interviews. IN

refers to Interviewee N (1-4).

Tag Subtheme Quote

Allows self-
assessment

Satisfactory [...] I could see that, for example, there was something I didn’t learn

well, I2
Autonomy Need-

supporting
I felt it was a little [...] out of class [...] because I think it was not an

obligation, I3
Competence Need-

supporting
I think doing the activity was much more satisfying [...] because I

have real-time feedback, I3
Relatedness Need-

supporting
[...] the little rank is just to make fun of each other when doing the

activity, I1
Bugs Unsatisfactory Then an error goes to the screen and it broke., I4
Risk-free Enjoyable [...] when you take it and even when you miss a question like that, [...]

it feels lighter, I would tell you, I1
Relaxing Enjoyable [the activity was like] a form of relaxation and occupying part of a

gap between something at work and another, I1
Novel Enjoyable So I think that compared to other activities of the day, I think it was

something different [...] maybe because I don’t do it often, I think it

was a really cool thing to do ...., I3
Suitable game
elements

Personalized
gamification

If I were to talk about the game aspect, this [competition - the weekly

leaderboard] would be the type of game that I like, interestingly, I3
Better than no
gamification

Personalized
gamification

with game element is much better, I2; [with gamification] It didn’t

get boring, right? you don’t get tired, I4
Missing game
elements

Personalized
gamification

Eagle would be good if you have a progress bar, I2; It would be nice to
show the medal maybe on the profile or display next to the name, I3

To perform well Motivating when I was there doing a question, I was very careful ‘damn it, I have

to get this one right [...], I1
To make social
comparisons

Motivating I can compete with that ranking, with the people who also performed

the activity, I3

personalized to multiple characteristics (e.g., information of both users and task at hand - learning activity) is more

effective than providing a single, general design for all. The magnitude of that difference might be interpreted from two

perspectives. First, gamification applied to education is associated with overall small effects on motivational learning

outcomes when compared to no gamification [62]. Second, the hinge-point for effect sizes of general educational

interventions is a moderate effect (Cohen’s d > 0.4 [13]) according to [29]. Our findings suggest a large effect size above

the average in both perspectives. Therefore, indicating the multidimensional personalization of gamification employed

in this study represented an improvement over the OSFA approach that is above both the common gamification effects

on motivation as well as the threshold for educational interventions.

Additionally, we found that completing the task with personalized gamification mitigated negative perceptions

of common assessment activities while motivating and supporting the learners. From semi-structured interviews

with participants that used the personalized gamification design, we found they acknowledge assessment activities

are valuable to the learning process but perceived them as pressing and unsatisfactory. The effectiveness of the

personalized gamification is suggested because participants considered the game elements available to them suitable to

their preferences, as well as mentioned the personalized gamification supported basic psychological needs. Also, when

using the personalized gamification, participants felt the activity was less pressing and more relaxing, compared to
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common assessments (see Tables 5 and 6), possibly because the gamification mitigated some of those negative feelings

(e.g., of pressure), supporting basic psychological needs. Furthermore, the personalized gamification motivated them to

perform well in the assessments as well as to make social comparisons, indicating its educational value.

Summarizing those findings, we have the following takeaways:

• Multidimensional personalization improved students’ experiences with the gamified educational system, com-

pared to the OSFA approach, in a degree above the hinge-point for educational interventions and OSFA gamifica-

tion when compared to no gamification;

• The personalized design overcame the OSFA approach, in terms of autonomous motivation, by providing game

elements suitable to learners’ preferences that supported their needs and mitigated drawbacks from regular

assessment activities.

5.2 Why Personalization Worked?

We discuss our findings in terms of why learners using the personalized gamification felt more motivated than those

using the OSFA design from two perspectives. First, preference satisfaction. Previous research has advocated that one size

does not fit all [47]. For instance, there is evidence showing different users have distinct preferences [24, 49, 73] and that

gamification’s effect varies from user to user [58, 75]. Hence, supporting the argument regards the suitability of the game

elements offered to them. Second, psychological needs support. That is, offering users the right game elements supported

their basic psychological needs. Consequently, improving their autonomous motivation compared to participants that

received the OSFA design. Accordingly, the non-significant effect on participants’ external regulation might be because

the game elements were suitable to their preferences, instead of being perceived as external drivers. Note that while

the identified regulation belongs to the extrinsic perspective, it is the closest regulation to intrinsic motivation, which

together are seen as autonomous motivation [61, 76]. In contrast, the non-significant effect on amotivation might be

attributed to the importance of the experimental assessment activities, which probably led to low amotivation levels for

all.

5.3 Why Previous Personalization Strategies did not Work?

Regarding why previous empirical studies comparing personalized and OSFA designs failed to provide conclusive

results, unlike this study, we discuss three perspectives.

First, the degree of personalization. While most prior research used a single personalization criterion [46, 48],

the literature demonstrates that users’ motivations/experiences differ in many factors (e.g., user types [24, 73], task

familiarity/knowledge [59, 63], and gender [31], among others - see [32, 60] for reviews). Accordingly, a study that

applied a dual personalization suggests it overcame the single dimension personalization - with random gamification as

the baseline [67]. Similarly, this study employed a multidimensional approach but considered eight values as input

for the personalization of gamification. Hence, the multidimensional strategy might be the explanation for this study

finding a large, positive effect of personalization of gamification when compared to the OSFA approach, unlike prior

research. Note that despite Mora et al. discussed their non-significant results might be a product of low statistical power

[46], their sample size was larger than the one of this study, although more unbalanced. Then, if they had found an

effect of similar magnitude, statistical significance would likely be found as well.

Second, considering the context. Whereas research has highlighted contextual information affects gamification’s

success [24], arguing factors such as the task to be done should be considered by personalization strategies [25, 56],
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most of the related research only focused on user information [46, 48]. The somewhat exception is Hajarian et al. that,

differently, found that the personalized gamification overcame the OSFA design [23]. In that study, the personalization

is driven by user information as well (their likes about the game elements), but such preferences were captured in one

context, doing one activity (i.e., using a social network to arrange dates) and, then, the authors used those insights to

personalize gamification for the same context and task. In our study, we used a personalization strategy focused on the

educational context [59], unlike those used by research reporting inconclusive findings. Additionally, guidance from

that strategy considers the type of the task/activity to be done, which was a remembering learning task in the case of

this study. Therefore, it might be that considering contextual information (the domain and the task in our case) is the

reason for this study and that of Hajarian et al. [23] finding positive effects from the personalization of gamification.

Third, approximating to what customization provides. The indications that customization of gamification is effective

when compared to the OSFA approach (e.g., [42, 66]) support the rationales discussed previously, at least to some

extent. That is because multiple information from the user and the context are considered, simultaneously, while one is

customizing their gamification design. For instance, one’s user type, gender, gaming preferences and habits, etc., as

well as the domain and task, are taken into accounting when they are selecting the game elements they want to be

available. Consequently, the more information the personalization strategy receives, the more its outcomes are expected

to approximate to those of customization; similarly for considering contextual factors. Based on that relation, the lack

of considering multiple factors simultaneously, including contextual ones, might be the reason for previous studies

finding positive effects for customization of gamification but not for its personalization.

5.4 Summary of Implications

Based on our findings, we derive two main implications:

(1) Multidimensional personalization of gamification improves students’ motivations in assessment activities when

compared to the OSFA approach. Because motivation, especially autonomous, is among the most important factors

for learning [27, 55, 57, 76, 78], this practical implication provides valuable information for designers of gamified

educational systems. Then, practitioners can follow the strategy used in our experiment to personalize gamified

educational systems, which is likely to improve students’ experiences and, according to the relationship between

autonomous motivation and learning, improve students’ overall learning. Consequently, future research needs

to ground and expand the understanding of the effects of gamification personalized to multiple information.

Therefore, we call for future research to run similar experiments with larger, varied samples and in other contexts

(e.g., with other learning activity types and subjects). Those would increase the understanding of how the

multidimensional personalization’s benefits we found generalize.

(2) If one wants to personalize, they cannot oversimplify it. Because much research on personalization of gamification

has been conducted [32], but with little evidence on its effectiveness compared to the OSFA approach [60],

this implication is of special value to researchers. In this study, we hypothesized that the unexpected results

of prior research comparing personalized and OSFA gamification were due to personalizing to a single user

characteristic. While our positive findings might be due to the multidimensional personalization, considering

the task to be done is a factor as well. In that context, we also discussed how the increased complexity of the

multidimensional strategy approximated it to some of the benefits of customization of gamification. Accordingly,

we need further research to better understand how such strategies compare to each other and what are the main

reasons for the differences. Thus, we call for future research to experimentally compare tailoring strategies,
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such as single-dimension personalization, multidimensional personalization, and customization, as well as to

investigate which are the most relevant criteria for their effectiveness when applied to users.

5.5 Limitations and Recommendations to Future Research

Some limitations need to be considered when interpreting our findings. First, about our sample. Subjects of our sample

had already used the system before but with different game elements, and that might have affected their experiences

during this study. To mitigate that risk, we created a new account for each user, aiming to ensure they would have

a baseline for when the study began, and highlighted they should complete the motivation measure based on their

experiences during the specific assessment activities. Furthermore, twenty-six learners from the same period participated

in this study; a total of 45 data points considering both experiment days. This sample is similar to those seen in overall

HCI studies [11] and CHI papers [10]. While that does not set off the small sample size limitations, it shows conducting

large-scale studies in this field is challenging and expensive and reflects that small-sampled studies can also contribute

to the literature. Note that our study was conducted in an ecological context (i.e., classroom assessment activities),

which increases its validity and further supports the difficulty of recruiting large samples.

Also, all participants were males. Overall, around 20% of first-year students of computing-related courses are females

[64, 65] - similarly, the rate is 14% in Brazil [17] - and such courses are known to have a high drop-out rate, which was

26% for first-years in Brazil in 2019 [8]. Therefore, while the convenience sampling limits our findings’ generalization

towards an overall learning domain, the impact of not having female subjects in our study is mitigated by the fact that

the distribution is similar to that of similar courses. Thus, we advocate that the context above, along with the increased

ecological validity by working within a real learning context, leads to a positive trade-off compared to an increased

external validity due to a large sample recruited through, for instance, a crowdsourcing platform in which participants

would complete a possibly meaningless task. To cope with generalization limitations, we call for replications with larger

and varied samples to further ground our findings.

Second, about the study design. Because all participants were from the same class, most participants possibly

discussed about having game elements that were not available to others. Those differences were unavoidable due to the

personalization of gamification and participants were aware they would exist. While that might have affected their

experiences, our findings suggest personalization worked overall, regardless of some participants wanting more game

elements. Additionally, subjects did not know in which condition they were, preventing the hypothesis guessing threat.

Moreover, our findings are based on two measurements, which were performed in subsequent days, and suggest that

personalized gamification’s effectiveness did not change from one day to another. However, we cannot ensure it would

continue to work in the long run. Because the novelty effect is often considered to influence the effectiveness of OSFA

gamification, it might also affect personalized gamification, especially considering the novelty of the approach was

suggested by our qualitative findings. On one hand, students complete assessment activities like this experiment’s ones

on few occasions (e.g., once or twice per term), similar to our approach, which reduces the impact of that limitation. On

the other hand, research assessing personalized gamification’s effect based on more applications remains needed. For

instance, applying it every semester during a class’s full stay in college (e.g., 4 years) given that assessments such as the

ones explored in this study are not frequent.

Third, about the instruments. To the multidimensional personalization, we followed the recommendations from [59].

Despite build from statistical analyses of survey data, similar to other recommendations [32], the authors acknowledge

the recommendations demand empirical validation, such as what we did in this article, because it is based on user

preferences. While this might be seen as a limitation, the only way to validate those recommendations is through
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research such as this one, which yielded encouraging results towards the recommendations’ validity. Whereas we

selected Eagle-Edu by convenience, its flexibility is valuable for this kind of research. The system is in its beta version,

however, and a few bugs likely affected participants’ experiences. Because all subjects used the same system, those

bugs likely did not differ among experimental versions, consequently, having little impact on our findings. The external

regulation construct from our quantitative results showed a questionable reliability. This might be related to some

limitations the SIMS have in many of its versions [20, 22]. While that problem might not be so pertinent to HCI studies,

our quantitative data analysis helped to handle it by controlling for between participants variation [11].

Lastly, about the data and its analysis. First, our dataset might suffer from hypothesis-guessing because some

participants’ answers were, for instance, all sevens and ones (maximum and minimum choices). While such patterns

might be perceived as unreliable, the goal of Likert scales is to capture people’s self-reports of their experiences while

removing their ambiguities. Accordingly, one cannot ensure whether someone has experienced that motivation level

or if they carelessly selected that option due to, e.g., hypothesis-guessing. Therefore, we chose not to systematically

inspect or remove data based on those patterns following similar studies [2, 40, 46, 66, 67, 74] while we complemented

our dataset with qualitative data from semi-structured interviews to enrich our findings [15]. Second, our sample size

is limited to 45 data points, which is associated with low statistical power and often large confidence intervals. As

discussed in [12], while analyzing small samples might lead to overestimation of effect sizes, such situations often

happen along with p-hacking and publication bias. To cope with that thread, we followed recommendations from the

same study by adhering to data and material transparency, which encourages replication and clear reporting - including

effect sizes’ confidence intervals. We also limited our analyses to the four constructs SIMS measures and limited further

testing to significant effects. Additionally, we highlight gamification studies have not suffered from publication bias

[62]. Thus, mitigating the limitations from our sample size on conclusion validity by following guidelines to address the

replication crisis. Third, a single author coded the semi-structured interviews. Having multiple independent coders to

ensure validity is inadequate for our interpretivist semi-structured approach, while relying on multiple coders to achieve

complementary views would be suitable. To mitigate that limitation, other researchers worked during subsequent

analysis steps (e.g., gathering and reviewing themes) and reviewed the codebook to ensure findings were supported

by the interviews’ data. Lastly, while having four interviewees is within HCI common practice, none of them was

from the OSFA condition, which limits our qualitative findings and points to the need for more mixed-methods and

qualitative studies to examine users’ subjective experiences with personalized gamification that despite elementary for

HCI research, are missing in the personalized gamification field [60].

6 CONCLUSION

Personalization of gamification has attracted researchers’ and practitioners’ interest as the literature highlights the

limitations of the OSFA - one-size-fits-all - approach. However, there is a lack of empirical evidence on how those

approaches compare and the few studies comparing them personalized gamification to a single user characteristic. This

study faces that gap with a mixed-methods experimental study comparing learners’ motivations when performing two

assessment activities, on different days, with either the OSFA approach or a gamification design personalized to multiple

user and contextual information. The quantitative results showed learners who used the personalized design felt higher

levels of intrinsic motivation and identified regulation compared to those who used the OSFA alternative; differences in

the external regulation and amotivation were nonsignificant. Additionally, the results suggest personalization’s effect

did not change from the first to the second assessment. Accordingly, the qualitative findings revealed the students who
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used the personalized gamification considered that the game elements were suitable to their preferences and that they

motivated them to perform well and make social comparisons, besides supporting their basic psychological needs.

From those findings, we derive two main implications. First, to the design of gamified educational systems. Our

empirical evidence suggests that gamifying educational systems with the strategy for multidimensional personalization

we used can improve students’ autonomous motivation (intrinsic and identified) compared to using the standard, OSFA

approach. Thus, given that increased motivation is related to learning gains, applying multidimensional personalization

is likely to enhance students’ learning more than OSFA gamification. Second, to research on personalized gamification.

Our findings provide promising evidence that multidimensional personalization can improve OSFA gamification, a result

that has not been found by other studies personalizing gamification using a single dimension. Thereby, contributing

indication that personalizing to a single criterion might explain why related research found inconclusive results. Thus,

suggesting the need for more complex personalization strategies such as the one used in this paper, and providing an

initial empirical validation of that strategy. Nevertheless, such findings must be interpreted with caution mainly because

of the study’s limited sample size and the experiment being limited to remembering learning activities. Therefore, the

need for replications, which can rely on our open materials for planning, execution, and data analysis.
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